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For those who want to promote their skills in English, Oxford recently launched its bestseller for Windows Phone. The Oxford Advanced Learner Dictionary app contains a complete A-W dictionary and samples from British and North American speakers to help adapt the desired skill set. We certainly love seeing more official applications filling these gaps, and it looks like a good
one. Word notes here to those with a razor thin amount of space on their phones, this app is going to require a 450MB download after you grab the original app. Here are some of the key features: - Listen to real British and American voices utter words without Internet access required access to an oral example of an audio offer online, or download all 116,000 example sentences
to listen offline (approximately 430MB each for British and American sentences) 184,500 words, phrases and meanings, clearly explained by 198,500 exemplary sentences of 57,000, opposites and related words - find words with similar or opposite meanings in the integrated words Thesaurus Learn in their naturally synonymous context More than 83,000 collocations (words that
go along) included using a full dictionary search to find your word in any phrase or example sentence in the Dictionary Exploring the Use of Verb Notes, Verb Forms, and Word of Origin All Dictionary text live-click to instantly view any word bookmarking your favorite entries to easily find them again 450MB download required after installing the app We were able to capture the
450MB download and install it fairly quickly on our broadband but suspect that others may have to wait a while. While this is not an exhaustive view, the Oxford Advanced Student Dictionary does seem pretty neat, sticking to the Windows Phone user interface. Much of the space is probably taken with extensive speech samples and given how useful it is, a well worth memory hit.
There is a trial, so we strongly recommend checking it before making a purchase. The app weighs in in the UK 19.99 or $26.99 US. We would be interested to hear what you think of the app in the comments below. Marketplace Link, thank you, Himans, for the tip! We can earn commissions for purchases using our links. Learn more. Windows Phone News Windows Phone
Synonymous with the words you use when you can't spell first. Okay, it's just a joke or wit or wisecrack or a joke, jive, or jape. But I think you get my point. Synonyms allow us never to be at a loss for words. If you know your synonyms, you're not only richer for it, but it also gives you chances when it comes to word games like crossword puzzles and Scrabble. We writers decorate
our work with different words with the same meaning, because Use one word in all sounds flat. When it comes to vocabulary, we all hit the wall sometimes. Thanks to the web and online synonym dictionaries we don't need to pick up that hard heavy thesaurus anymore. Fill in a small field, and these free thesaurus (synonyms) splash out a dozen. What are the better synonyms for
dictionary resources out there? We've covered some of these word apps before, but here's a summary list. Thesaurus.com This site personally is one of my favorites and one of the best that give the most results per word. The site is another face of Dictionary.com. Along with the synonyms on display, you can explore the sidebar for more hints and filters. You can also learn the
word or related words on Visual Thesaurus. Synonym.com This word app lists synonyms, antonyms, and their definitions. The site is simple, but with a rare pop-up ad. The number of words listed is smaller than the previous application mentioned. The synonyms are located around «̃ they are designed to convey. Synonyms.net This word site does much better finding synonyms
and presenting a lot of related information around the results. The synonyms themselves are hyperlinks again. You have audio help for pronunciation; Drop to translate the word into another language; Image of the word Box if you have a question about the word; Citation of aid; and alternative search options that give you things like quote-shortening ads on the main word. You can
also search for lyrics that have a specific word. Synonym Finder When it comes to word applications, I think this is one of the neater ones. Synonym Finder gives you word hyperlink along with its definition and use. You can also use the search box to get to the antonyms of words and definitions too. Thsrs Thsrs is a ̃thesaurus. As the game's name suggests, the synonym for search
gives you synonyms shorter than the word you're looking up to. Why? Blame it on Twitter, where you have to put everything in 140 characters or less without using any ugly cuts. The site also gives you a browser plugin. Big Huge Tesaurus BHT is one of the databases that Thsrs pings. The word index is again based on Princeton University's WordNet database, Carnegie Mellon's
dictionary of pronunciations and suggestions from the user community. The word tool returns a rather large hyperlink list that can be explored further. Right below you will get a drop that you can use to search for antonyms, rhymes, related words, and synonyms. iThesaurus is a third party free iPhone app you can use to get to the BHT database with your iPhone, iPod Touch, or
iPad. The Free Dictionary Free Dictionary is a word tool that is broader in scope than a simple synonym for search. It includes many other word reference tools. ̃Starts with and ̃Ends with options help get complete word lists if you actual word slips past your memory. The free dictionary returns values, synonyms, antonyms, and related words supported by a host of other links,
demonstrating their use. Identify it Defineitfast.com aims to be the fastest dictionary on The Wild West dictionary applications. Did he win a penalty shootout? I dived dived bar, but yes, the search is pretty quick. With definitions, the results also give you synonyms related words, and more specific words. All this hyperlinks again and allow you to search for them again. This app also
uses Princeton University's WordNet database. Snappy Words Visualthesaurus.com is probably a trendsetter, but it only allows a limited number of free searches. Enter Snappy words. Words and their definitions and synonyms are displayed on a colored graph where each color depicts an attitude. Give color codes a look and you can easily develop a relationship between visually
displayed words. You can see the values and synonyms also with mouseover on words. What more word for..? This is a simple iGoogle gadget that can be used on a personalized Google page. Synonym search gives you access to more than 100,000 words. Speaking of Google, google search box itself is a fast synonym for search. As Ann explained in her post on 3 Google
Tricks, when you don't know what to search for, Google and the operator gives you appropriate words and synonyms when you type it into a search box like this: the word. Oddly enough, ̃ synonym itself does not have many similar words to describe it. What's your go-to app when it comes to hunting for synonyms? Let us know. Image Credit: Shutterstock How to use NHS COVID-
19 Contact Tracking App Uk government has released a COVID-19 tracking app for Android and iPhone. Here's what it offers and how to use it. Related Topics online Dictionary Of Language Learning Tips on author Saikat Basu (1538 Articles Published) More from Saikat Basu Oxford English Dictionary, now 20 volumes, 750-pound monster, has been the author's word on
English words for 126 years. OED3, the first new edition since 1989, may also be the first to opt out of printing entirely, ap reports. The internet is on a physical media-killing rampage. First BlockBuster, now venerable OED? Nigel Portwood, executive director of Oxford University Press (isn't that the perfect name for it?), says that online revenue was so high that it is very unlikely
that the third edition of OED will be physically printed. The full 20-volume set costs $995 on Amazon, and of course it requires add-ons to regularly consider valuable words like bootylicious. By contrast, the online version, while still (in my opinion) is very expensive at $295 a year, is successful enough to garner about two million views a year. Nearly $300 a year for a dictionary
subscription may seem outlandish, but OED is more than Dictionary.com, with detailed lexographical word stories that outpace any other source. An 80-strong lexicographer team at the University of Oxford is working on OED3, a huge, decade-old challenge. In fact, OED3 is only about 25% finished, and no one seems clear about when it may be ready for release. In any case, the
physical OED3 depends on demand, if the publisher sees adequate demand, they will make limited printing. If not, OED will only go online. Dan Nosowitz, author of this post, can follow on Twitter, corresponded with email, and harassed in Brooklyn (no links for this one-you have to make your feet yourself). myself). english synonyms dictionary oxford pdf. oxford learner's pocket
thesaurus a dictionary of synonyms for learners of english
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